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RSO Benefits
Beginning May 1st. RSOs who serve at least 200 hours 

over the course of the fiscal year will have their membership 
renewal fees waived.

Scheduled RSO can shoot by themselves if no other 
shooters are on the range.

Volunteers Needed
Volunteers are needed to plan and construct a new 

sporting clays station that will honor the memory of Jim 
Kasten’s contributions to the event. Contact the club President 
to volunteer and for details.

Help Needed
There are several upcoming events that need volunteers:
1. Board positions
2. Installation – RSOs, raffle, setup and tear down
3. NRA Family Fun Shoot – Shootmaster, Robert Freed 

has volunteered to do the paperwork.
4. Range Maintenance – several big projects need 

volunteers
Contact a board member for info.

Annual Club elections are just over a month away (April 
2). Board positions open for election (or re-election) this 
year include President, Secretary, three Director-At-Large 
positions, and Sergeant-At-Arms. Sarah Jones has indicated 
that, if reelected, she is willing to continue as Club Secretary, 
as has Director Wendell Trent. Directors Brion Thomas and 
Dexter Haight are planning to step down from the Board. I 
have said in recent months that I thought six years was long 
enough for one person to be President. In addition, Jerry 
Vaughn, the Club Parliamentarian (an appointed position) says 
he is ready to retire. If you are interested in running for any 
of these important positions on the Club Board of Directors, 
please contact Lorrie Smith, Club Vice President, so that she 
may have your name on the ballot on April 2. 

I am happy to report that Debbie Elliott, member since 
2012, has expressed interest in becoming Webmaster.

Dave Shannon has been tabulating RSO hours for the 
past couple years. He would like to hand off that job now to 
someone else.

We are also in need of someone to run the NRA Family 
Shooting Sports Camp in the fall. Robert Freed will do the 
permit paperwork, but we need someone to coordinate the 
event.

Stay Safe, and invite someone you know to come try our 
sport. Jerry Shiller, President

Eligibility to Vote
Normally attendance at three general meetings is required 

to be eligible to vote for the board. Because two general 
meetings were canceled because they fell on holidays, the 
board has decided that attendance at two general meetings will 
suffice for this year.

Summary
February 2019

Board of Directors Meeting
The Board approved three new members into the Club. 

Lorrie Smith and Sarah Jones volunteered to chair the 
Installation of new officers on May 4, 2109. Paul Coffey had 
already volunteered to prepare the food .

The Board approved David Chong’s, owner of A.O. 
Sword, request to use the range for CCW qualification classes. 
David, and Dave Reed are two of only 30 instructors certified 
by SD County. 

Kathleen Banjac has volunteered to be the Coordinator for 
the new woman’s basic skill development events to be offered 
approximately once a quarter. Dates currently approved in 
2019 are May 18 (rifle), July 30 (shotgun), and November 3 
(handgun).

The Board approved moving forward with having more 
permanent restrooms at the Club, and allocated funds to start 
designing them.

Alan Cole’s wife has volunteered to put on CPR/First Aid 
training for Club members. Please see the flyer elsewhere in 
the newsletter for details.

mailto:President%40lemongrovegunclub.com?subject=
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Mobility Assistance 
Device Use Renewal

All members desiring to operate ATV or other mobility 
assistance vehicles on the property shall submit, to the club 
Secretary, a signed agreement.

Renewals shall be submitted between February 1 and 
April 30, of each year. 

The form for ATV, cart or mobility assistance device 
usage is available on the website at Mobility Asst. Vehicle 
Form.

Note that this must be done every year.

Range Courtesy
Some things to do before you leave the range for the day”
1. Flatten boxes before you put them in the dumpster.
2. Clean up the shooting area by putting target stands 

away, picking up trash and dumping full trash cans.
3. Lockup building, trap houses and storage facilities.
4. Take down the Hot Range flag.

Situation at the Range?
Contact a board member if there are any situations that 

effect range operations. For example, a recent homicide 
investigation resulted in Sycuan Truck Trail being closed so 
there was no access to the range.

Other board members will be notified and action taken 
to notify members by mass email, web site notice or other 
methods as the situation dictates.

CCW Addition to SOPs
The SOPs have been modified to clarify the Club’s policy 

regarding concealed carry and the holstered hand guns at the 
range.

New paragraph in Chapter 3 - Range Operations Guide

I. Holstered Handguns
i. Unloaded holstered handguns may be carried in 

the lower area of the club property, to include the 
vicinity around the porta-potties, the pit, the rifle 
range and the sign-up shack. Handguns should 
be removed from holsters and cased while on the 
firing line prior to shooter departing the property, 
entering the west parking lot or climbing the hill 
to the clubhouse/campground area. No openly 
carried handguns are allowed in or around the 
clubhouse, the campground or the western 
parking lot. Concealed handguns are only 
allowed in accordance with CCW section.

ii. Loaded holstered handguns may remain loaded 
while within the confines of the pit or the rifle 
range, but must be unloaded prior to the shooter 
leaving either of those areas, including going to 
the sign-up shack or the porta-potties. RSOs are 
exempted from the requirement to unload their 
handgun prior to departing the specific range 
area while on duty, but must unload, unholster 
and case their handgun prior to departing the 
range for the day unless in compliance with 
section in accordance with Paragraph 14 of this 
chapter, “Concealed Carry on Club Property”

Modified paragraph in Chapter 3 - Range Operations 
Guide, D. Shooting Club Members and their guests:

ix. Guns that are not secured in a gun case 
or holster must be benched, (actions open and 
facing up, chambers empty, muzzle pointing 
downrange, and safeties on) or placed in gun 
rack with actions open, chambers empty and 
safeties on

NMA
We are coming up on that time of the year when you 

need to get your NMA done. Below is a summary of the 
requirements. For the work party, only the range chair 
can sign off. Do to some questionable activity in the past, the 
club will be verifying work part signatures this year. Invalid 
signatures could place your membership in jeopardy if you 
don’t have time to complete the requirement.

In addition to any dues or fees as listed in the Policy 
Manual, every regular and senior member, as a non-monetary 
assessment, will be required to fulfill a participation 
requirement. To meet this participation requirement, the 
member must serve in a working capacity at the Club for a 
minimum of eight (8) hours at an official activity of the Club. 
Methods of meeting this requirement include:

Every regular and senior member will participate in a 
four (4) hour work party. Range Chair signature will denote 
completion of this requirement

Plus,
Every regular and senior member will be required to 

provide four (4) hours of volunteer service to the Club. 
Methods of completing this requirement include:

1. Participation in an additional four (4) hour work 
Party.  Range Chair signature will denote completion 
of the requirement.

2. Working any four (4) hour event sponsored by the 
Club.  Board of Director or Shoot Master signature 
will denote completion of this requirement.

3. Working as a Shoot Master at a scheduled event 
hosted by the Club.

4. RSO’s completing 28 hours of service. RSO 
Coordinator signature will denote completion.

Women Only
It was brought to the board’s attention that our female 

members and guest have found the conditions in the existing 
porta-pottys dismal. As a  solution. a Women Only porta-
potty equipped with a combination lock is going to be 
installed.  The board is working on a way to distribute the 
combination. Again, women only!

http://www.lemongrovegunclub.com/PDF/Mobility_Assist_2014K.pdf
http://www.lemongrovegunclub.com/PDF/Mobility_Assist_2014K.pdf
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All items offered for sale must be sold in 
accordance with federal, state and local laws.

Advertising
¼   - $35 per year for non-members or commercial ads. The 

year will run concurrently with the membership fiscal year.
Personal ads are free for members and will run for only one 

month unless additional months are requested.

New paragraph in Chapter 3 - Range Operations Guide
14. Concealed Carry on Club Property

A. To carry a concealed firearm on club property, 
you must have a valid California Concealed 
Carry Weapon License or be a sworn or retired 
law enforcement officer who is authorized to 
carry a concealed firearm.

A. The firearm must remain concealed at all times 
unless needed for self-defense or on the firing 
line under conditions listed below.

B.  You must notify the Range Safety Officer 
(RSO) if you want to practice with the concealed 
firearm. The RSO will monitor the drawing 
of the firearm from the holster and during the 
unloading process. The shooter will then place 
the firearm on the bench or back in the holster.

C. The RSO must be notified when you are ready to 
return the firearm to its concealed state and they 
will monitor the process to ensure safe handling 
practices are followed.

D. At the RSO’s discretion, you may be permitted 
to practice drawing from a holster, either 
concealed or unconcealed. The RSO may limit/
restrict the ability to draw from the holster based 
on:

a. The shooter’s ability to demonstrate 
safe practices with an unloaded firearm.

b. The number of shooters on the range.
c. Any other safety concerns.

F. A CCW is not required in order to train drawing 
from concealment on the firing line or to 
compete in competitions requiring firearm to be 
concealed.

G. Some events may require that only one firearm 
be on your person. In that case, notify the 
RSO and they will escort you to a safe place 
to monitor the removal of the firearm from 
concealment. The firearm must then be unloaded 
and cased. If you wish to return the firearm to a 
concealed state at the end of the event, notify the 
RSO and they will escort you to a safe location 
and monitor the reloading and concealment of 
the firearm.H. Concealed Firearms 
may not be handled, unloaded or loaded, at any 
time on club property (including buildings and 
vehicles) except on the firing line with an RSO 
present or for legally justified self-defense.

If you have any questions regarding these changes contact 
the Chief Range Safety Officer.

Family Fun Shoot
A volunteer or two is needed to run the NRA Family Fun 

Shoot. Contact the President for info.
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RV Parking Renewal
Wendell Trent is coordinating the stickers for this year so 

please turn in your RV permission letters to him.
All members wanting to park their RV on the club 

property shall submit a signed agreement for approval.
Renewals shall be submitted between February 1 and 

April 30, of each year. Any RV not registered by April 30, will 
be towed from the property.

The RV parking agreement is available on the website: 
http://www.lemongrovegunclub.com/RV_Parking.pdf

You can also mail them to the club address Attention 
Wendell Trent.

Note that this must be done every year.

Cash Turn-In
The Secretary and Treasurer ask that cash being turned in 

either be consolidated to the fewest number of bills or, turn in 
a check.

For example, instead of turning in 20 one dollar bills, 
convert it to a single twenty dollar bill.

No Smoking Areas
Smoking IS NOT allowed on the range or in any building 

with the exception of the picnic area and the area around the 
utility building.

Range Flag Protocol
A new procedure being implemented concerning the flags 

at the range:
Red – The range is hot.
Yellow – The range is cold and someone is working down 

range.
Please pay attention, especially to the yellow. Don’t 

assume that someone just forgot to take it down!
The wording for the SOP revision is a work in progress 

but will be available soon.

Two-Man Rule
Some maintenance is inherently dangerous due to the 

nature of the work. Activities being performed at the range 
such as those involving power tools, operating equipment, 
working at other than ground level or on electrical circuits, 
requires two (2) people to be present for safety reasons. The 
foregoing list is not meant to be all-inclusive and common 
sense should prevail as to what can be dangerous. It is the 
responsibility of each member to recognize those activities 
that, should an accident occur, a second person would be 
needed to summon help and administer first aid.

Trap League
You can now sign-up for the next league!
League will start March 13th and last for seven weeks.
Format - 16 yd. singles & Progressive handicap.
Optional Poor Man Doubles (13 pair) after the league.
Pre & post shoots available.

League - $80.00
Doubles - $42.00
Juniors - 20% discount!
Ladies - 10% discount!

Send - 
Name
email
phone# (optional)

To Ken at browning.12gauge@yahoo.com

Volunteers Needed
Volunteers are needed to plan and construct a new sporting 

clays station that will honor the memory of Jim Kasten’s 
contributions to the event. Contact the club President to 
volunteer and for details.

Volunteers to Cook
Lemon Grove shooting Club is committed to host the Jim 

Kasten Memorial Cup, sporting clays shooting events.
What I’m asking to support these two first time ever 

shooting events is for a volunteer cook, to prepare lunch for 
about 100 participants shooters and guest.

Event dates:
9 June 2019
11 August 2019

POC
Frank Valdez
(619) 250-4734
valdezfra@gmail.com

Inter-club Sporting Clays
Maywood Rod & Gun Club
Inter-Club Shoot Round 5

Sun March 10th, 2019
Sign-up open @ 8am  shooting starts at 9am
$30 includes lunch
$15 juniors (17 and under)
Sat overnight camping is available. Email garret_d@

sbcglobal
https://goo.gl/maps/gPEwqfb4Qv82

Help Needed
There are several upcoming events that need volunteers:
1. Board positions
2. Installation – RSOs, raffle, setup and tear down
3. NRA Family Fun Shoot – Shootmaster, Robert Freed 

has volunteered to do the paperwork.
4. Range Maintenance – several big projects need 

volunteers
Contact a board member for info.

http://www.lemongrovegunclub.com/RV_Parking.pdf
mailto:browning.12gauge@yahoo.com
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Content Needed

First Aid, CPR
and AED Classes

This is a Basic First Aid and CPR Class Geared to the 
Shooting Sports and open to all RSO’s and Members of the 
Lemon Grove Gun Club
Presenter: Marie Cole - American Heart Association 

Instructor, OSHA CHST Trainer
When: March 24,2019 Sunday (12:00 to 5:00 PM) After the 

Sporting Clays Event 
 April 20,2019 Saturday (12:00 to 5:00 PM) After the 

Hybrid Pistol Match and during Open Shooting 
 More classes will be added as needed

Where: Range Club House, Snacks and Drinks Provided
Cost: $55.00 Cash per person (Class size, 6-9 people)

All participants will receive a CPR, AED, First Aid Card 
approximately 2 weeks after the Class.

For more information or sigh up for class contact:
Alan Cole, (arcole.services@gmail.com) 858-442-6583
Dave Reed (davereed@gmail.com) 619-757-9407



Steel Core Ammo
Steel core ammo, anything that is magnetic, may only be 

used on paper targets or clay pigeons. It is expressly forbidden 
on all steel targets.

This rule is being implemented because of the damage 
that is occurring to steel targets and to a lesser degree the 
potential for starting a fire from ricochets.

Reporting on Events
All reports, documents, and proceeds concerning club 

events will be turned in to the Secretary within two (2) 
meetings, but in no case shall exceed forty-five (45) days 
from the date of the event. The documents pertaining to the 
event includes sign up sheets, comp tickets, etc. as required 
for reconciliation of funds.

Just Say No to Steel
If you are shooting ammo that has a steel core (Russian 

AK and 5.56 military surplus are possible culprits) DO NOT 
SHOOT steel targets. You can use it on paper or clay targets 
only. If you don’t know with certainty if your ammo is steel, 
check the bullet with a magnet.

Armor piercing ammo is banned so again, if you don’t 
know, find out!

RV Parking at the Range
As courtesy to members, the club allows RVs to be 

parked at the range but is not intended as a storage facility.
A. Permission must be obtained from the Executive 

Committee to park an RV at the range.
B. See Appendix J of the SOPs for all requirements.

Range Reminder
A Scheduled RSO is required to be present for any Rifle 

or Handgun shooting at the range. Shotguns may be used at 
any of the ranges including the Pit and Rifle Range.

Hot Range
If the red flag is up, the range is hot!  Please, if you are 

shooting, put the flag up.  When you are done, store the flag. Alcohol at the Range
Alcohol is not permitted on the Shotgun Ranges, the Rifle 

Range or in the Pit. Even if the person with the alcohol is not 
shooting or participating in the event, it is still prohibited.Range Phone

The range phone is for business or emergencies only! 
Because of the type of service, the club has to pay a toll for 
some calls that would normally be free on your home phone.

If you need to make a personal call, use your cell or 
borrow one.

RSO Reminder
Leave the range in good condition when securing the 

range - trash dumped, old targets removed from down range, 
brass policed, etc.

Member Reminder
If you use the club house, please clean up before you 

leave - trash dumped, dishes washed, floors swept, etc.

Board Elections
Don’t like how the club is being run? Your chance to 

change that is coming in April. Below are the board positions 
that up for election or an appointed position to be filled.

President – Jerry Shiller
Secretary – Sarah Jones
Sergeant at Arms – Jim Williams
Board positions:
 Brion Thomas
 Wendell Trent
 Rod Tetrault
Parliamentarian – Jerry Vaughn (appointed)

*Note that Rod’s position will be filled by Jerry Shiller if 
he does not return as President. If he does, the positon is up 
for election.

Bulletin Calendar
The Club is moving to a single calendar on the web for 

events and RSO scheduling. With that in mind, the December 
issue of the bulletin will be the last one with a calendar.

RSOs and Shootmasters
For RSOs who want to self-schedule or shootmasters 

who would like the ability to edit their events on the calendar, 
email Calendar@LemonGroveGunClub.com.

Cash Turn-in
Please go to the bank and get large denomination bills for 

cash turn-in or a cashier’s check. You only have to count your 
event – the secretary and treasurer have to count all events and 
counting lots of small bills is a pain and error prone.

Range Flag
If you put up a flag, take it down please.  Especially the 

yellow flag as the entire range must be checked if it left up to 
ensure no one is working.

mailto:Calendar@LemonGroveGunClub.com
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LGR&GC
General Meeting Minutes

February 5, 2019
Meeting called to order at 7:00 p.m.

Pledge of Allegiance 
Roll Call:
All board members present with the exception of the 

following who were excused - Frank Valdez, Dexter Haight, 
and Brion Thomas.

If you’re interested in the Kimber custom II Minimum bid 
is $850 on this donation auction. To my left I have the Henry 
Lever action 410 $10 a ticket and there are a maximum of 
29 tickets left. The Kimber the winning bid will be drawn 
tonight. The Henry if all the tickets are sold the winning 
ticket will be drawn tonight. 

Previous Meeting minutes
Motion by Lorrie Smith and second by Jerry Vaughn 

to waive the reading of the minutes from the December 
General Membership Meeting. Motion carries.

Correspondence:
Alpine Sun issues, American Rifleman, Shooting Industry 

Magazine and Shotgun Sports Magazine and a Lakeside 
Sportsman’s Club Newsletter. 

Prospective Members:
If you don’t have your white cards up front you may 

not get credit for attending the meeting. After the meeting 
Prospective members and sponsors need to go over and visit 
with Casey for a few minutes to get the scoop on how the 
process will go forward.

 Prospective Sponsor
Richard Higgins Ken Schuettenhelm
Jake Hall Kerry Standifer
A.J. Farber` Joe Farber
Rick Brookshier Mike Petschek
Denise Hippensteel Kathleen Banjac
Greg Sullivan Rob Pawlski
Karl Nester Rick Ellington
Chris Martindell` Kerry Standifer
John Trumble Nick Casillas

Long Range Planning and Environmental:
Doug Norman did not report. 

Hospitality:
Carol Swartz reported: February brought in $40.

San Diego County Wildlife Federation Rep:
Mike McIntyre not here.

Range Safety RSO:
Dave Reed reported: Steel on Steel. We cannot have steel 

on steel in the range. Again this week we had a target at the 
100 yard line with ten holes in it. We don’t want to keep 

buying these. You are all owners of the club, that means you 
are paying your money to buy new steel instead of buying 
other things you need for the club. Shoot steel ammo only at 
paper! Or shoot at your own target. It damages club property 
and there is a fire danger. 

Also someone is shooting steel on steel in the pit. Sooner 
or later that round is going to come back at them and that is 
a major safety concern. No steel on steel!!! 

We’ve got lots of classes coming up for those of you who 
would like to become RSO’s. That should be on Monday 
February 18th. That is 70$ for club members and $200 
for non-club members. We are trying to make sure club 
members get a good deal on this.

Go ahead and send me an email and I’ll get you signed 
up for the class. I have room for 10 I think I have about 4 
signed up. If we get more than 10 I’ll have another class real 
soon. I also have the rifle instructor class coming up. I have 
two classes one is the basic rifle class, one of them is the 
basic rifle instructor class. I was trying to run them both as 
one but the NRA says before you can do an instructor class 
you have to do the basic class first. I’m trying to get the 
mentors on the different events we have to go through and 
become instructors. 

For those of you who have applied for CCW’s, we are 
teaching CCW classes at the range. The cost is $100. You 
have to complete your training in the 30 day window after 
you get your approval. If you do your training now and then 
do your course after that you are golden. If you haven’t 
carried a gun before but have not drawn from concealment 
or had a gun on, you need to practice before you have that 
letter. They are issuing about 50 a week. 

Other classes we have going on, Marie is going to be 
doing CPR and first aid classes. We are really pushing this 
for the RSO’s to do this but it is open to any club member. 
She’s got two dates scheduled right now, one on March 
24th and one on April 20th. It costs $55 it will get you the 
American Heart Association CPR with automatic external 
defibrillators as well as first aid. Going to take about 5 hours 
for the class. 

Some of you may have seen something about changes 
to the range. A CCW or being able to carry a CCW at the 
range has been kind of a grey area for a while because the 
only thing it said on the SOP is that you could only load 
your gun at the firing line. We went through and clarified 
in the SOP’s just where you could carry concealed on the 
range. If you are going to shoot in a competition some of the 
competitions require you to not have more than one gun on 
you. Right now if you have a concealed carry permit you can 
carry concealed. Something else we changed, down in the 
pit, if you are on the firing line, if you want to go back and 
get a box of ammunition you had to unload your firearm and 
holster it and walk back to get your ammunition and walk 
back to the firing line and reload. That has changed. If you 
are staying in the immediate vicinity of the firing line you 
can carry your firearm in your holster loaded. In the pit as 
long as you stay in the pit you can carry a loaded firearm. If 
you stay on the rifle range, as long as you stay on the rifle 
range you can carry a loaded firearm. If you walk out of that 
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door, or if you start walking up the hill from the pit, your 
firearm must be unloaded. If you are just going to the port 
a potty your firearm must be unloaded. You may have your 
unloaded firearm in your holster. If you are a working RSO 
we don’t expect you to unload your firearm if you’re going 
to the bathroom or getting something to drink.

Membership:
Casey reported: 233 Regular members 165 Senior, Gold 

44 and Military 3 and 114 Openings. However we have 9 or 
10 prospective members so that number will change. If you 
are going to renew and have not brought your stuff to me in 
5 minutes it’ll be too late for tonight.

Range Chair:
Jerry Hartman reported: At the December work party we 

had 60 members. We got quite a bit of work done. We had 
Dave Schmidt who brought his bobcat with an auger on it 
and came out and drilled a number of holes for Jim Kasten’s 
station as well as holes to hold up the post for the tractor’s 
canopy. Dave installed a new light for barbequing at the 
installation party. For those of you who have seen the sign 
up shed we have been working on the walls in the sign up 
shed. If anyone has some idea what color they’d like to see 
it, let me know. The blue truck: often when people go to use 
it the battery is dead. I went and bought a 200 amp jump 
starter for it, it belongs to the range, don’t take it home! Our 
next work party is this Thursday. We need help setting up for 
Archery. You only have three opportunities left to get a work 
party out of the way for your NMA. February, March April 
to get a work party. The Saturday work party will be on the 
23rd of February. 

Jerry S.: I have a special presentation tonight on the 
website by Greg Robertson, his wife Cheryl and Lorrie 
Smith.

Greg: We did a new website so we could have a new 
Calendar. We wanted one calendar not three to have to 
synchronize three calendars to have the same information. 
The new calendar shows up on the club website on the 
calendar page. Those of you who are using the website on 
a phone or tablet you may not see this calendar correctly. If 
you cannot see the calendar on this page scroll to the bottom 
of the page and there is a link with a bunch of text. Click on 
the link it will take you to the actual calendar page that you 
can see. The whole idea of the calendar is for shootmasters 
and RSO’s to be able to update the calendar in real time. If 
you hover over the event you will get more details on the 
event. If you click on the calendar you’ll get more details of 
the event. If you will notice the events are color coded - RSO 
events are grey; Pit events are black; Range maintenance are 
orange; Weather days like red flag days will be red. Range 
closure. Because we have had rain for a couple of weeks we 
have had a lot of cancellations. As soon as we know we are 
going to cancel an event we can log into the calendar and 
mark it cancelled. People can look at the calendar and know 
not to drive up to Alpine for no reason. 

If you are an RSO or Shootmaster and would like to logon 
to the calendar to edit it, we are self scheduling now. Send 
an email to calendar at Lemon Grove Gun Club .com and 

Cheryl and I will create you a login so we’ll email it to you 
and if you need help to use it we’ll walk you through it as 
well. On the calendar itself, the legend tells you what the 
different colors mean. If you want to see just one type of 
calendar entry you can click on the eye ball and it filters out 
everything but what you want to see. 

For those of you who are smart phone users, android 
phones or iPhones there is an app for phones. Cheryl wanted 
me to tell you folks about the events. There is a list of 
recurring events on the calendar. Each event has an orange 
color code. If the event doesn’t look right to you, contact us 
and we will fix it. On the member page, there are a series of 
links, there is a link to the range camera.

Where can you find scores on events? You go to the 
calendar and select members, and there is a link to match 
and league scores. As the shootmaster gets the results Cheryl 
is plugging them in there. 

Lorrie just wanted to thank Greg and Cheryl for all the 
time they put in to making this Calendar for the club. They 
have done an outstanding job. 

Eight more tickets for the Henry 410. Wendell wanted two 
and Casey wanted two too.

Activity Reports:
Friday Night Pot Shoot:
Larry Sanders reported. For the month of December we 

had 4 shoot events with a total of 94 shooters. We did have 
a Saturday night Pot Shoot 17 pot shooters. For January 
we had 4 shoot events with 109 shooters and a Saturday 
night Pot shoot for January with 15 shooters. Thanks to Rod 
Tetrault, Layne Kuhlman, Ray Gabaldon, Dave Shannon, 
Herb Snider, Ron Deloux, Norma, Wendell Trent, and Stu 
and Shirley. 

Fun Shoot:
Frank Valdez not here: 

Sporting Clays:
Rod Tetrault reported: Everybody seemed to be in slow 

motion. Total shooters were 133. Nobody was really with it. 
Frank and his crew did well to keep everything going.

Tuesday 5-Stand:
Rod Tetrault reported: We had 117 members 62 

nonmembers total of 179. We got rained out one day. It 
wasn’t a bad month, but it could have been better. I just 
didn’t want to see anyone slipping in the mud. 

Trap League:
Iron Man Ken Jossenberger reported: 18 shooters. We are 

in the 5th week. Registrations for the next league will open 
on March 1st. We start the league March 13th. 

Interclub trap:
Ken Jossenberger reported. Next interclub will be hosted 

by Imperial Valley Rifle and Pistol club that is this Saturday. 
Maywood will host on March 10th at Maywood. We don’t 
have a date for Vado del Rio yet. Our location.

Youth Trap:
Cheryl couldn’t be here this evening so it’s up to me. 

It’s really been a terrific turnout for the kids the last couple 
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of shoots. We have even opened up the second trap range 
it’s really good to have the newer shooters have additional 
instruction and the older shooters can shoot. This Saturday 
there is a conflict with the Interclub and most of the RSO’s 
mentors and instructors are going to be shooting so we had 
to cancel the kids for this Saturday. We shoot the 2nd and 
4th Saturdays of each month. 12 to ?. We do have a junior 
division in the interclub…the kids have been invited.

Precision Rimfire:
Dave Reed reported. Doug does the precision rimfire. 

Dry fire training. Taking your time to hit your target a long 
way away. He is filling up every time he runs one of these 
matches. If you see an email come up, sign up early. Go out 
there ready to learn. He also says no steel on steel.

Tactical Shotgun:
We have a tactical shotgun match on Sunday March 31st, 

Set up is going to be Saturday the 30th at noon after Doug’s 
precision rifle. It takes a lot of time and effort to set that 
up and take that down. Action Handgun match on 2nd of 
February. Join us on the 29th to help set up we can always 
use a hand. 30th at 8am is the match.

Action Hand gun:
I turned in the hybrid pistol for the month. We just had the 

action handgun and had 46 shooters. And some of them were 
shooting two guns. We took in over $360 dollars. 16th March 
is the next Hybrid Pistol Match and going to run the snubby 
match right after that as a follow up.

The snubby match is a 3 inch barrel or shorter. The match 
is set up for gun in hand and rounds loose in the pockets. 
Just like you had to run out of your bedroom and grab some 
ammo. 5 round and 10 or 15 rounds. All in the pit so the rifle 
range can open up after the hybrid pistol match. The only 
thing you need to bring is your gun and 50 rounds of ammo 
and some kind of case to take it on and off the firing line. 
Center fire. March 16th. Paper targets.

WOT:
Dexter Haight not here: The WOT in January 35 women 

showed up . They all had a very good time. We will be 
needing mentors. If you are so inclined please come down. 
2nd Sunday in April. Hopefully we will have a full clinic. 
Who knows until a week or so before. It should be a full 
clinic.

Sporting Rifle:
Chris reported that he had no shooters in December.

Action Rifle:
No report.

Boy Scout Merit Badge:
Jerry Shiller reported: Next scheduled Boy Scout Merit 

badge is the first Sunday in February. Next scout Merit 
badge is in April on the 1st Sunday. When parents realized 
that the shoot was on Super Bowl Sunday they cancelled. 
Ronnie hasn’t told Jerry whether it will be a rifle or shotgun.

Archery:
Mark Jungers reported. Total of 72 shooters and turned 

in $1032.00. Mark gets extra kudos for working by himself 
while Rod heals.

Black Powder: Ron Major reported. We had 5 shooters 
and 3 of the 4 gentleman that joined me wanted to shoot 
shotgun at clays so if you’re interested watch the calendar. 
We are going to shoot one of the matches this year with 
shotgun at clays on the shotgun range.

Any other activity reports?
Defensive Handgun:
Stan Luhr reported. One event that you can attend that 

is cheaper than Dave’s classes is defensive handgun. The 
last time we had 46 shooters 19 new shooters. Learning 
how to use their handgun, from an outside the waistband 
holster. In the advanced classes you can practice drawing 
from concealment. We go through a dry practice drills and 
a command driven class. Most of it is paper targets so you 
actually get to see exactly where your shots are landing. In 
the advanced classes we have a pretty sophisticated group 
of guys and gals. We start shooting while moving. If you 
want to practice in a non threatening environment. Three top 
RSO’s Bill Palmer, Cheryl Robertson and Dave Reed have 
been showing up and giving the beginning hand gun folks a 
lot of extra attention. Everyone is having a really good time.

Dave Reed: for those of you getting your CCW this is an 
excellent chance for you to practice.

Unfinished Business:
If you were a 10 % award winner please see me before 

you leave. I have a list if you are not sure whether you 
have earned the reward. For those of you that need gifts for 
friends, neighbors, family, yourself I still have Large and 
extra large club sweatshirts. We have mugs, a few of the 
koozie lunchbags remaining and patches for your shirt.

The club is coming up for elections in April. There will 
be several Board positions available Parliamentarian which 
is an appointed position will be available. We need someone 
to tally RSO hours. We need a webmaster’s aid so Greg and 
Cheryl won’t have to do everything. We need someone to 
run the ranges and raffles for the Installation in May and 
someone to run the NRA Family Shooting Sports Camp in 
the fall. Robert Freed who has done the paperwork for that 
event is willing to do the paperwork so all the volunteer has 
to do is run the range and keep track of the volunteers and be 
sure that every body stays safe on the range. We are looking 
for those positions in the very near future.

Then is there any other unfinished business from the 
Board?

New Business: 
Is there any new business from the Board? 
There is a new women’s only portapotty and a member 

had seen fit to go in and make a mess. We are going to put a 
lock on the facility so it will be only for women.

Any new business from the floor? 
Next Saturday is a Saturday night Pot Shoot a member 

is bringing 17 bags of shot and several bags of buck shot 
and lead for new shot. Any one interested he will be here 
Saturday the 9th.



New Business:
By now you should have received your dues notice by 

now. The last day to turn everything in is April 30th. There 
are three more Saturday work parties and 4 Thursday work 
parties. Has to be postmarked no later than April 30th or put in 
Casey’s hand by the April meeting.

For Voting for new Board Members.
That election will be at the April meeting. The SOP’s 

require that for a member to vote he must have attended 
three meetings. The Board has decided that since you are at a 
disadvantage that if you have attended two meetings you will 
qualify to vote. If you have attended two meetings including 
May you will be allowed to vote. The April meeting counts 
as well.

Tickets for the Henry Lever action 410. The drawing will 
be when all 100 tickets are sold. The Tickets have been sold. 
Bill Palmer who has not purchased a ticktet will choose one 
from the box. Bill pulled Dave Reeds name. We will get 
together to decide where and when.

Paul Lichtenstein is buying the Kimber.
Jerry V. said all of the new changes and SOP’s are on the 

new website and the new CCW policy is on the new website 
as well.

For the prospectives: When you come to pick up your 
white card make sure your name is on this roster, which is 
our record that you were here.

Meeting is adjourned. 
All the chairs go along the wall not in the closet! Meeting 

is adjourned at 8:01pm.
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